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Modeling of quantum dot based CNOT and Toffoli
gates in a noisy environment

Yash Tiwari, Vishvendra Singh Poonia

Abstract—Quantum dot-based system is one of the most
promising systems owing to its integrability with classical com-
putation hardware and its versatility in realizing qubits and
quantum gates. In this work, we investigate the functionality
of the two-qubit CNOT gate and three-qubit Toffoli gate in
the presence of hyperfine fluctuation noise and phononic noise.
We model two and three-qubit gates using the Lindblad Master
Equation to estimate the operating range of the external static
magnetic field. In these ranges, we observe a successful gate
operation under decoherence.

Index Terms—Quantum dots, qubits, decoherence, quantum
gates, CNOT gate, Toffoli gate

I. INTRODUCTION

THE idea of quantum computing came into the picture in
1980 when a quantum mechanical model of the Turing

machine was proposed by Paul Benioff [1]. Later, leading
physicist Richard Feynman pointed out various advantages
of quantum computation over its classical counterpart [2].
Subsequently, in 1999 David P. DiVincenzo proposed criteria
that a physical system needs to follow in order to be a
successful candidate for realizing qubits and consequently a
quantum computer [3]. Since then, a lot of systems have
been explored to realize quantum computing. The degree of
success of a physical quantum system depends on how strictly
it follows the DiVincenzo criteria. Additionally, one of the
main desirables in implementation of a quantum computing
system is to have an implementation which can easily be
integrated with classical computing framework. For that pur-
pose, quantum dot (QD) based implementation is the most
promising one [4], [5]. In 1998, Loss and DiVincenzo were
the first to propose a quantum dot based implementation of
quantum computation that used electron spin as qubit [6].
Since then, a lot of progress has been made on quantum dot
based qubits [7]–[11].

For implementing an arbitrary quantum computing task, we
need to have a set of ‘universal’ quantum gates. There exist
many such sets that can act as universal quantum gates accord-
ing to Solovay-Kitaev theorem [12], [13]. In realizing various
universal sets, controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate and Toffoli gate
are very important gates. The qubits interact with the system
surrounding which affects the gate implementation. In a spin-
based QD system, we observe interaction with i) magnetic spin
of nuclei and ii) phonons [14]–[19] that cause decoherence in
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the system. The spin of the nuclei surrounding the confined
electron in the quantum dot exhibits a normalized magnetic
field. This magnetic field interacts with the spin of a confined
electron introducing hyperfine noise in the system. The phonon
interaction occurs between different orbital states and not spin
states. Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) mixes the spin states with
the orbital state making our system susceptible to decoherence
due to phonons. It was observed that hyperfine interaction is
dominant at the low external static magnetic field (low energy
gap), and phonon interaction is dominant at the high value
of static magnetic field (high energy gap) [15]. This work
presents a framework to model CNOT and Toffoli gates in
the presence of hyperfine noise and phononic interactions.
We have used Lindblad Master Equation formalism to model
dynamics and decoherence in the system. Finally, we present a
parameter range for a CNOT and Toffoli gate implementation
in noisy conditions.

The manuscript has been organized as follows: Section II
discusses the simulation methodology followed for analysis.
Section III discusses the simulation setup for a quantum dot
based two qubit system. Section IV discusses the simulation
setup for the three qubit system. Section V discusses the
simulation results in detail. Finally, we conclude the work
with a discussion about future directions. All calculations were
performed using QuTiP in python 3.7.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section gives a simulation method to model the qubit
dynamics and quantify quantum noise in two and three-spin
systems. This work shows the effect of decoherence on a two
qubits CNOT gate and a three qubits Toffoli gate. We use the
Lindblad operator equation for this purpose (Eq. 1).

dρ(t)

dt
= L0 + LD. (1)

L0 = − i[H(t), ρ(t)]

~
. (2)

A quantum system’s coherent and non-coherent time evolution
is observed due to L0 and LD, respectively. The general
formulation of L0 is given in Eq. 2, where H(t) is the complete
Hamiltonian of a closed system (two and three spin system),
ρ(t) denotes quantum state at arbitrary time instant t. The non-
coherent evolution operator LD is described in Eq. 3.

LD =
∑
n

1

2
{2Cnρ(t)C†n − ρ(t)C†nCn − C†nCnρ(t)} (3)
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Ci1 =
√

Υ+
jk |wj〉 〈wk|

=

√
Υe

−ω2
jk

2δE2
nuc |wj〉 〈wk|

(4)

Ci2 =
√

Υ−kj |wk〉 〈wj |

=

√
Υe

−ω2
kj

2δE2
nuc

+
ωkj
TK

) |wk〉 〈wj |

(5)

Ci3 =
√
P+
jk |wj〉 〈wk|

=

√√√√P

∣∣∣∣∣ ω3
jkE

2
jk

1− e−
ωjk
Tk

∣∣∣∣∣ |wj〉 〈wk|
(6)

Ci4 =
√
P−kj |wk〉 〈wj |

=

√√√√P

∣∣∣∣∣ ω3
kjE

2
kj

1− e−
ωkj
Tk

∣∣∣∣∣ |wk〉 〈wj |
(7)

In Eq. 3, Cn corresponds to the relaxation/dephasing operator
for the system. In Eq. 4 and Eq. 6, wjk > 0 correspond
to positive relaxation transition, whereas in Eq. 5 and Eq. 7
wkj < 0 correspond to negative relaxation transition. Ci1

(Υ+
jk) and Ci2 (Υ−kj) correspond to positive and negative

relaxation operator (rate) due to hyperfine noise. Similarly,
Ci3 (P+

jk) and Ci4 (P−kj) correspond to positive and negative
relaxation operator (rate) due to phonon interaction [20]. The
term |wj〉 〈wk| corresponds to the relaxation operator, where
transition happens from state wk to wj (energy gap wjk). In
Ci1 and Ci2, δEnuc = 0.3 µeV for GaAs [14], [21]. The
parameter δEnuc is associated with the nuclear magnetic field
(due to nuclear spin) experienced by confined electron. Υ is
the constant associated with relaxation due to hyperfine noise,
in Ci1 and Ci2. The temperature of the system is Tk = 10
µeV (125mK). P is the constant associated with the relaxation
operator due to phononic interaction, whereas Ekj corresponds
to Zeeman split between the energy levels [15], [20].

III. TWO SPIN SYSTEM

In order to implement a double qubit system, we need two
adjacent quantum dots, as has been demonstrated recently
in [11] (Fig. 1). It makes use of a magnetic field gradient
and exchange interaction between electrons to implement
CNOT/controlled-NOT operation. The Hamiltonian for two
qubits CNOT operation is given by Eq. 8:

Fig. 1. Magnetic field profile for two-qubit operation. RC corresponds to
region of control qubit while RT corresponds to the region of target qubit.

H(t) = J(σ1xσ2x + σ1yσ2y + σ1zσ2z)

+ (gµB1zσ1z + gµB2zσ2z)

− gµBac(coswt(σ1x + σ2x)− sin(wt)(σ1y + σ2y))
(8)

Fig. 2. Energy levels obtained by solving Hamiltonian Eq. 8 of two spin
system using RWA (rotating wave approximation), in various region of
operation. Here Ez = gµ(B1z +B2z), δEz = gµ(B1z −B2z) = gµδBz

and J is the exchange interaction. For J << δEz A1 << B1 and
A2 >> B2.

Eq. 8 has been solved using rotating wave approximation
(RWA). The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 showing eigen-
value/eigenstates for both zero and non-zero exchange inter-
action (J) and magnetic field gradient (δBz = B1z − B2z).
We assume that the magnetic field is constant along the length
of the individual electron wave function. In Eq. 8, J is the
exchange interaction, B1z , B2z are static magnetic field, Bac

is the ac magnetic field, g is electron gyro-magnetic ratio, µ
is Bohr magneton constant, and all the σip are spin operator
for ith electron and p = {x, y, z}. In CNOT operation, when
the control qubit is in state |↑〉, the state of target qubit is
flipped other wise it remains unchanged. This happens because
the frequency of Bac corresponds to energygap |↑↑〉 ↔ |↑↓〉.
When J ≥ (δBz) the spin states |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 occur in
superposition owing to high exchange interaction energy value.
When J is too low, the energy gap between states |↑↑〉 ↔ |↓↑〉
and |↓↑〉 ↔ |↓↓〉 is same. In that case, Bac cause transition
between both pairs of mentioned energy state, resulting in
an erroneous CNOT operation. This restrict value of J to a
small range (compared to δBz) for which we can observe
a successful gate operation. Hence, we analyze the effect of
externally applied static magnetic fields and not exchange
interaction in our study.

There are four energy levels for the two spin system
w0, w1, w2, w3 resulting in six positive (wkj > 0) and six
negative (wjk < 0) relaxation operators due to hyperfine
noise (Eq. 4, Eq. 5). Similarly, six positive and six negative
relaxation operator due to interaction with phonon (Eq. 6,
Eq. 7). LDephasing

2 (Eq. 9) correspond to dephasing operators
for two qubit system where we assume T ∗2 = 1µs [22]. It is
assumed that dephasing time for two qubit system is same as
one qubit system.

Ci5 = LDephasing
2 =

√
1

2T ∗2
σz ⊗ σz (9)

This methodology was followed, and results for high (Fig. 3)
and low values (Fig. 4) of the static magnetic field are plotted.
The key results are discussed in SectionV.

IV. THREE SPIN SYSTEM

On the similar lines as two qubits system, a system of three
spin qubits was used to implement controlled-controlled NOT
gate (CCNOT) or Toffoli gate, as illustrated in [23] (Fig. 5).
The Toffoli gate uses two control qubits, and based on their
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Fig. 3. Two qubit CNOT response at high values of static magnetic field (T) where noise due to phonon interaction is dominant. P↑ at time when target bit
get flipped (y-axis), for different values of magnetic field gradient (BC − BT ) (x-axis) for three values of BT . Response is plotted for all possible initial
state (a) ρ(0) = |↑C↑T 〉, (b) ρ(0) = |↑C↓T 〉, (c) ρ(0) = |↓C↑T 〉, and (d) ρ(0) = |↓C↓T 〉. For the whole parameter range, E(|↑C↑T 〉) > E(|↑C↓T 〉) >
E(|↓C↑T 〉) > E(|↓C↓T 〉).

Fig. 4. Two qubit CNOT response at low values of static magnetic field (mT) where noise due to hyperfine interaction is dominant. P↑ at time when target
bit get flipped (y-axis), for different values of magnetic field gradient (BC −BT ) (x-axis) for three values of BT . Response is plotted for all possible initial
state (a) ρ(0) = |↑C↑T 〉, (b) ρ(0) = |↑C↓T 〉, (c) ρ(0) = |↓C↑T 〉, and (d) ρ(0) = |↓C↓T 〉. For the whole parameter range, E(|↑C↑T 〉) > E(|↑C↓T 〉) >
E(|↓C↑T 〉) > E(|↓C↓T 〉).

states, the target qubit is either flipped or left unchanged.
The complete Hamiltonian for three qubits Toffoli system is
given by Eq.10, where J12 gives exchange interaction between
electron existing between region RCL-RTC and the J23 gives
exchange interaction for region RTC-RCR (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Magnetic field profile for three-qubit operation. RCL correspond to
the region of left control qubit, RTC correspond to the central target qubit,
and RCR correspond to the region of right control qubit.

H(t) = J12(σ1xσ2x + σ1yσ2y + σ1zσ2z)

+ J23(σ2xσ3x + σ2yσ3y + σ2zσ3z)

− gµBB1zσ1z − gµBB2zσ2z − gµBB3zσ3z

− gµBBac(coswt(σ1x + σ2x + σ3x)

− sin(wt)(σ1y + σ2y + σ3y))

(10)

The static magnetic fields Bz1, Bz2, Bz3 are used to create
a magnetic field gradient where we assume that the magnetic
field is constant along the length of the individual electron
wave function. Bac is the ac magnetic field that is used
to cause state transitions at a particular frequency. When
both control qubits are in the state |↑〉, the state of the
target qubit is flipped; otherwise, it remains unchanged. This
happens because the frequency of Bac correspond to energy
gap |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉 ↔ |↑CL↓TC↑CR〉.

There are eight energy levels for the three spin system
w0, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, and w7 resulting in twenty-eight
positive (wkj > 0) and twenty-eight negative (wjk < 0)
relaxation operators due to hyperfine noise (Eq. 4,Eq. 5).Sim-
ilarly, twenty-eight positive and twenty-eight negative relax-
ation operators due to interaction with phonon (Eq. 6, Eq. 7).
LDephasing
3 (Eq. 11) correspond to dephasing operator for

three qubit system where we assume T ∗2 = 1µs [22]. It is
assumed that dephasing time for three qubit system is same
as one qubit system.

Ci6 = LDephasing
3 =

√
1

2T ∗2
σz ⊗ σz ⊗ σz (11)
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Fig. 6. Three qubit Toffoli response at high values of static magnetic field (T) where noise due to phonon interaction is dominant. P↑ at time when target bit get
flipped (y-axis), for different values of magnetic field gradient (BCL−BTC) (x-axis) for three values of BCL. Response is plotted for all possible initial state
(a) ρ(0) = |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉, (b) ρ(0) = |↑CL↑TC↓CR〉, (c) ρ(0) = |↑CL↓TC↑CR〉, (d) ρ(0) = |↑CL↓TC↓CR〉, (e) ρ(0) = |↓CL↑TC↑CR〉, (f) ρ(0) =
|↓CL↑TC↓CR〉, (g) ρ(0) = |↓CL↓TC↑CR〉, and (h) ρ(0) = |↓CL↓TC↓CR〉. For the whole parameter range, E(|↓CL↓TC↓CR〉) > E(|↑CL↓TC↓CR〉) >
E(|↓CL↑TC↓CR〉) > E(|↓CL↓TC↑CR〉) > E(|↑CL↑TC↓CR〉) > E(|↑CL↓TC↑CR〉) > E(|↓CL↑TC↑CR〉) > E(|↑CL↑TC↑CR〉).

This methodology was followed, and results for high (Fig. 6)
and low values (Fig. 7) of the static magnetic field are plotted.
The key results are discussed in SectionV.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss the results for a two-qubit CNOT
gate at a high magnetic field (Fig. 3) and low magnetic field
(Fig.4) at a fixed ac magnetic field. Then a similar analysis
is done for a three-qubit Toffoli gate at high (Fig.6) and low
magnetic field (Fig.7).

A. Two spin Analysis

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows a two qubit CNOT response at high
and low external magnetic field undergoing decohrence. Each
column in both figure correspond to a possible initial state of
the system which are |↑C↑T 〉, |↑C↓T 〉, |↓C↑T 〉, |↓C↓T 〉. For
a single initial state, the solid curve correspond to the value
P↑ of control qubit whereas dotted curve correspond to P↑
of target qubit. P↑ value correspond to the probability that
electron is in state |↑〉, taken at time when the target bit gets
flipped for CNOT operation (|↑C↑T 〉 ↔ |↑C↓T 〉) and plotted
for various value of gradient (BC −BT ). The different colors
depict the magnetic field at target qubit BT . We also define two
threshold levels that can help define gate operations, TU = 0.8
and TD = 0.2. If P↑ > TU , we assume our logical state of the
system be in |↑〉. When P↑ < TD logical state of the system
will be |↓〉.

At a high magnetic field regime (Fig. 3), the operating
range of CNOT will be determined by the minimum value
of BC − BT (among all possible initial states) where the
P↑ curve of control or target qubit crosses the threshold
level (TD and TU ). We observe that the system’s response

depends on the initial state. When it is in |↑C↑T 〉 (Fig 3.a)
and |↑C↓T 〉 (Fig 3.b) the system behaves as CNOT across
the parameter range. However, when the system is initially in
|↓C↑T 〉 (Fig 3.c) and |↓C↓T 〉 (Fig 3.d), the system should
remain unchanged but it changes when the P↑ curves for
control and target qubit crosses the threshold. For e.g. when
BT = 1T at BC − BT = 3T , we cannot consider the
logical response of system be in |↓C↓T 〉 when initially the
state of qubit was |↓C↓T 〉. This behavior is attributed to
the spin interaction of confined electrons with phonons. The
system shows significant positive relaxation but little negative
relaxation.In other words, wjk > 0 in Eq.6 and wkj < 0 in
Eq.7 which will result in P+

jk >> P−kj . This will result in the
highest relaxation rate (among all possible initial states) when
the system is initially in |↓C↓T 〉. In this regime, relaxation due
to hyperfine interaction is negligible (Υ+

jk ∼ Υ−kj ∼ 0). We
conclude that the state with lowest energy put a constraint in
CNOT two qubit operation. The magnetic gradient limit for
this system is being decided by the control qubit when initially
the state is |↓C↓T 〉. It happens because of the gradient shape
where the control qubit is placed at a higher static magnetic
field. For some parameter regimes at a high magnetic field,
proper CNOT operation is observed, and this is summarized
in Table I.

At low magnetic field (Fig. 4), all possible initial state
show relaxation for low value of BC −BT . In these regimes,
the system cannot give a correct CNOT response. E.g. when
BT = 8mT , for BC − BT < 8.6mT , we do not observe
correct CNOT response for initial state |↓C↑T 〉 (Fig 4.c). The
operating range of CNOT is determined by maximum value
of BC − BT (among all possible state) where target/control
P↑ crosses the threshold. This behavior is attributed to the
spin interaction of confined electrons with an ensemble of
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Fig. 7. Three qubit Toffoli response at low values of static magnetic field (mT) where noise due to hyperfine interaction is dominant. P↑ at time when
target bit get flipped (y-axis), for different values of magnetic field gradient (BCL − BTC) (x-axis) for three values of BCL. Response is plotted
for all possible initial state (a) ρ(0) = |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉, (b) ρ(0) = |↑CL↑TC↓CR〉, (c) ρ(0) = |↑CL↓TC↑CR〉, (d) ρ(0) = |↑CL↓TC↓CR〉,
(e) ρ(0) = |↓CL↑TC↑CR〉, (f) ρ(0) = |↓CL↑TC↓CR〉, (g) ρ(0) = |↓CL↓TC↑CR〉, and (h) ρ(0) = |↓CL↓TC↓CR〉. For the whole parameter
range, E(|↓CL↓TC↓CR〉) > E(|↑CL↓TC↓CR〉) > E(|↓CL↑TC↓CR〉) > E(|↓CL↓TC↑CR〉) > E(|↑CL↑TC↓CR〉) > E(|↑CL↓TC↑CR〉) >
E(|↓CL↑TC↑CR〉) > E(|↑CL↑TC↑CR〉).

nuclear spin. The relaxation rate due to hyperfine noise is
approximately identical for positive relaxation (wjk > 0) Eq. 5
and negative relaxation wkj > 0 Eq. 6 (Υ+

jk ∼ Υ−kj). In
this regime, relaxtion due to phononic interaction is negligble
(P+

jk ∼ P−kj ∼ 0). We observe the decoherence is more
dominant for the target qubit since gradient shape is such that
BC > BT . At low magnetic field values, the state showing
maximum relaxation (|↓C↑T 〉) determines the threshold for
CNOT. In the low magnetic field, it is the state which has
the lowest energy gap with respect to all other states. Table I
is a summary of the parameter for which the CNOT operation
works properly at a low magnetic field. This methodology
can be used to decide the static magnetic field profile and
max/min gradient beyond which the system would not behave
as a CNOT gate.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PARAMETER FOR TWO QUBIT FOR CNOT OPERATION

Bac, J BTarget BControl

4mT,0.42µeV
1T 1.1T-3.01T

0.75T 0.85T-3.19T
0.5T 0.6T-3.35T

0.04mT,4.2neV >8mT >16.60mT

The lower bound of the static magnetic field gradient for
a high magnetic field (few T) is determined by the value
of exchange interaction (J << δEZ). In contrast, the upper
bound is governed by decoherence due to spin-orbit interaction
(SOI)-assisted phonon interaction. The lower bound of the
static magnetic field in a low magnetic field regime (few mT)
is limited by decoherence due to hyperfine noise. At a high
value of magnetic gradient such that energy gap between state
|↑C↑T 〉 ↔ |↑C↓T 〉 ∼ |↓C↑T 〉 ↔ |↓C↓T 〉, the system show

transition for both energy gap, thereby failing CNOT gate
operation. This limits the upper bound for CNOT operation
at a high static magnetic field.

B. Three spin Analysis

Just like the two-qubit gate, the results for a three-qubit
Toffoli gate are presented in Fig. 6 for a high static magnetic
field. We assume the static magnetic field gradient between
left control (Bz1 = BCL) and center target (Bz2 = BTC)
qubit to be equal to gradient between center target and right
control qubit (Bz3 = BRC). The operating range of Toffoli
will be determined by the minimum value of magnetic field
gradient BCL − BTC = BTC − BCR (among all possible
initial states) for which the P↑ curve of either control/target
qubit, crosses the threshold level (TD and TU ). When the
initial state of system is |↓CL↓TC↓CR〉 (Fig.6.h) which has
highest energy, it shows negligible decay in given parameter
range whereas the lowest energy initial state |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉
(Fig.6.a) show maximum decay. The right control qubit of the
state |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉 decide the maximum range for successful
Toffoli operation (since BCR > BTC > BCL). E.g. when
BCL = 0.3T , at BCL − BTC > 1.33T , we cannot consider
the logical response of system be in state |↑CL↓TC↑CR〉 when
initially the state of qubit was |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉. This is due to
phononic interaction of three spin confined in quantum dots at
high magnetic field values. As mentioned for two qubit case,
this happens due to a higher positive relaxation rate (Eq. 5)
and lower negative relaxation rate (Eq. 6) i.e. P+

jk >> P−kj . In
this regime, relaxtion due to hyperifne interaction is negligible
(Υ+

jk ∼ Υ−kj ∼ 0). For a certain parameter regime at a high
magnetic field, we observe a proper Toffoli operation which
is summarized in Table II.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF PARAMETER FOR THREE QUBIT TOFFOLI OPERATION

Bac, J12, J23 BCL BTC BCR

4mT,0.42µeV,0.42µeV
0.1T 0.2T-1.17T 0.3T-2.24T
0.2T 0.3T-1.35T 0.4T-2.50T
0.3T 0.4T-1.63T 0.5T-2.96T

4mT,4.2neV,4.2neV >9mT >26.86mT >44.72mT

At a low magnetic field (Fig. 7), some states in this
regime show less performance degradation compared to others.
For example, state |↓CL↓TC↓CR〉 (Fig. 7.h) shows negligible
decay of response compared to other states even at high
gradient. It happens because the state |↓CL↓TC↓CR〉 has large
energygap with respect to other states. State |↑CL↑TC↓CR〉
(Fig. 7.b) is relatively closer to all other states thereby showing
maximum relaxation decay. As mentioned for two qubit case,
this happens due to similar relaxation rates for positive (Eq. 3)
and negative relaxation (Eq. 4) i.e. Υ+

jk ∼ Υ−kj . In this
regime, relaxtion due to hyperifne interaction is negligible
(P+

jk ∼ P−kj ∼ 0). Table II contains the parameter range for
which the Toffoli gate works properly at a low magnetic field.

In summary, the lower bound of the static magnetic field
gradient for a high magnetic field (few T) is determined by
the value of exchange interaction (J12 << δEZ12, J23 <<
δEZ23), while the upper bound is governed by decoherence
due to SOI-assisted phonon interaction. The lower bound of
the static magnetic field in a low magnetic field regime (few
mT) is limited by decohrence due to hyperfine noise. At a high
value of magnetic gradient (δBZ12 = δBZ23), when energy
gap |↑CL↑TC↑CR〉 ↔ |↑CL↓TC↑CR〉 ∼ |↓CL↑TC↓CR〉 ↔
|↓CL↓TC↓CR〉, the system shows transition for both state-pairs
thereby failing Toffoli operation. This limits the upper bound
for Toffoli gate operation at high magnetic field.

For the same set of constant values (ac magnetic field and
exchange interaction), we observe that a two-qubit CNOT
operation has a much wider static magnetic field range than
a three-qubit Toffoli gate. This should be the case since more
is the number of confined electrons in the system, more will
be the decoherence (noise due to hyperfine interaction and
SOI assisted phonon interaction). At a higher ac field, these
parameters’ magnetic field will improve significantly. This was
done for a single-qubit system recently, and we expect it to
be valid for a two and three-qubit system as well [24].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a scheme for examining a two-
qubit CNOT gate and a three-qubit Toffoli gate operation in
the presence of noise. We estimate the parameter range of
the static magnetic field for which we can have a proper gate
operation with nuclear hyperfine noise and phononic noise. In
the future, we plan to devise noise cancellation techniques that
can improve the gate response and increase the operating range
of these parameters. We hope this study can be extended to a
larger qubit system to understand various gate operations and
would be helpful in understanding the execution of quantum
algorithms on quantum dot qubits.
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